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ABSTRACT
1!1

  The most recent ISR elastic pp data is compared with predictions

of the SVNVM (gluon) model. The model is uced to examine and pre-

dict qualitative features of high-ensrgy pp, 11 P, PF elastic,

YpeR+11, and FT(t) at very large momentum transferse
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Recent experiments on elastic, hadronic scattering at wide-

anglesl require a theoretical analysis qualitatively different from

Regge descriptions valid for forward and backward peaks. One such

"gluon" model has previously been employed'to produce qualitative

agreement with proton electromagnetic form factor,2 proton-proton
/.

scattering,3 and proton-neutron scattering4 data, at pre-ISR machine        

energies. In view of the lateet ISR pp experiments, it becomes ap-

propriate to evaluate the formulae of reference 3 at ISR energies,

and to make qualitative predictions for previous and anticipated5,6

1 p, po, pion form factor, and photopion production experiments at

large momentum transfers.

The multiple exchanges which appear to be necessary at larger

angles are here given by soft, virtual, neutral, vector mesons

(SVNVM,  e.g.,  U  and A ) exchanged between the external  legs  of

specific hadronic scattering amplitudes. For forward (or backward)

directions, this field-theoretic picture must be amended to include

eikonal models of increasing complexity, as the exchanged NVM are

themselves allowed to possess structure.7 For non-forward (-backward)
directions, not all the exchanged vector mesons may be Considered

soft, and a development may be made of the entire amplitude in8

.
terms of an increaBing number of non-soft, or 4hard" NVM. A single

:.

hard meson exchange, plus all possible SVNVM exchanges, have been

combined into an approximate, wide-angle formula of form3
-                .                            I

AG, /dr\
JE VA)   =      l   atjM   .    S  < , e)     '

(1)

/da-\in which 1 - 1.   denotes the differential cross section calculated\  d.-t ) M

from the Born approximation for single (hard) meson exchange, while

1.
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S(s,t) represents the strong damping effect of all exchanged

SVNVM. For pp scattering, it is given by

S = exf IT+¥ C FC+)+ Flu) - F (4·*Eis))3  ,               (2)
where  Flx) • 1-(1**i) C.,(('<+,)1 -1 214 C,/7 +JTIT         w E--t/441)

and Y  is a parameter combining nucleon-NVM coupling constant g,

1                                                                                                                  9exchanged NVM mass  A , and a soft-momentum cut-off  ti
rc.

1 '3 6 L ('*  r,4')  .                                                       (3)

Here,  both W   and  , exchanges are possible,  so  that  11+ 1 rr +11pp  ;
in np scattering there is a diBtinction between soft isoecalar and

isovector exchanges. In fitting previous data, Y waE chosen2,3,4

to be c: 2.3. In this note we shall continue to use the same r Ir
ratio for virtual mesons emitted by both nucleons and pionE, but

distinguish between the possible 9frr  , gwir   ,
3rn,

couplings.

In reference 4, curve8 have been plotted for a variety of s

values (s,t,u in (Gev)2), 41.7 )8* 11.3, and over corresponding

regions of all wide-angle ttlvalues, using two (almost equivalent)
/ar\

models   for   <  32  )M    ,   of   form   ( B» 4m2)

/if j ::-St (S. t, 'i) (41    4
C   d t   / ,4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             ..'--

„          where  or  Itl 4 8/2 ) 4 *v O [11  for  a eeingle hard vector exchange,
1

  a  1    for  a  single  hard 12' exchange,  and  C  is an appropriate

normalizing constant. With juBt two parameters, C and Zf ,  one ob-

tains a rather good reproduction of the experimental data, which

appears to be bounded from below by G4(t). According to the new

s= 2800 ISR data, after the first dip at iti 2,1, one finds  df
4<

.., ID-2. K G.*L+)  , up to the maximum meaeured  It\34.3. At present,

the forward (shrinking) diffraction peak can only be described
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phenomenologically; and it may be adjusted, by hand, to fit

smoothly onto the wide-angle amplitude which, by itself, yields

(1). According to (4), however, one expects a decrease of the

wide-angle   in going (for example) from s=38 to s=2800 of

amount (38/2800)2., 2 x 10-4. This is two orders of magnitude

more than suggested by the data run at Itl=4.3. Since the region

of applicability 'of (1) just begins at Itlw 4 - when the forward

diffraction amplitude falls well below the (single hard, plus all

soft exchanges of the) wide-angle amplitude - we expect a further
df

decreaBe   of   T at larger   I  tl by another two orders of magnitude.

Unfortunately, this will probably be somewhat difficult to measure.

This estimate is based upon the use of the Born approximation

for i together with the observation  that   Q (s,+0 + e*p ,1/FL+) / if \
i dt )M

.' 64(1-)    for s» Itl » m2. If experiments which can be performed

in this region show less of a fall off with increasing 8, but con-

tinue to display the gentle, wide-angle curvature of S(s,t) out to

values of Itl approaching 8/2, it may be taken as an indication
/ A r  1

that a more complicated l--- 1.  ie neceaeary. Even at ltIA 4 it isAt 'M

difficult to match the experimental ratio of d.gr for s= 2800di

to that of s = 38 with just a Ringle hard vector exchange. It is

also possible to employ other, slightly more complicated forms

9 dr
G.'96)                       rfor S(B,t).  But the clear deviation of 39 from at              ·

s = 2800 and  lt) 4 4 is by no means unexpected in the SVNVM model.

Based upon theBe ideas, it may be worthwhile to deacribe the

essence of a similar calculation for large-Engle, elastic d p

scattering. The most recent 9-p. data at all angles is several

yeare  old,  and at comparatively lower energies, 5  but  at  8 -18  it

does produce a picture (Figure 1) containing a sharp forward peak,
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a dip at  It 1 - 2 followed by a Blightly askew curve of points having

a shallow minimum at lt\-,13, before rising to a backward peak several

orders  of  magnitude  smaller  than the forward  peak.  One  may  again  at-

tempt to understand the qualitative behavior of the wide-anKle region

between forward and backward peaks as due to multiple SVNVM exchange

between all the elastically scattered hadrons; the dips and bumps in

this region may be thought of as "fine structure# of the Born, hard-

exchange amplitudes. Again, we take take the picture of a phenomeno-

logical diffractive amplitude dominant in the forward region, inter-

fering with (in the region of the dip) and subsequently falling below

a wide-angle amplitude, which by itself leads to a cross Bection of

form (1). Here, however, the single hard exchange is more complicated

than in the pp case, for there are clearly both 8- and t- channel

Born amplitudes to be Considered. What we should like to observe is

that, to within one-half an order of magnitude, easily provided by

the more slowly varying / df 1 . there is no difficulty in fitting& dt j*   V

the existing 4-p data to the dominant S(s,t) dependence alone, over

thiB entire regione

The curve given for S(B,t) in Figure 1 is the Simplest possible

one which could be drawn, with i parameters determined by reference

to  the pp calculation, and coupling constant ratios' givpn by SU(3)

1        and conserved isospin currents. Slight adjuBtment of these parameters

&Gcan serve to bring S(s,t) and a smoothed experimental ..dr curve in

the wide-angle region into almost perfect agreement; but this is per-

haps premature, until (dfl) is specified in detail. Proceeding in-d-t / H

exactly the same way as in references 2-49 one writeo

'11.49((,40      -   YT,  1:,rltj+Z*,r  F"r  l*)    talf,   [.Er,  l.)-   Ii'r (1'·ts)]     ,                                     (5)
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in which the pion mass me ia neglected, compared to the proton

maos m, whenever possible. Straightforward calculation shows that,

while  F (i) 18 given by the F(+)  of (2), Fr,14 may be repre-
' pf

sented  (for  1tl  b 1)  by  its  asymptotic  value,  Frw (4.)  2 - 2*<It'/n*   ;

and  that the combination  Erp (u)- F (2,41.-t) has the approxi-rp
121 \mate value  - L /1- -  1   ,a simple form d.ue to the ema.llness

i 9 - MY /
of the pion mass (which cancels out of the final combination). The           

cut-off ratio /4 6
is taken to be the same in every 21 of (4),

with differences between them given by the appropriate couplings,

Thus, Xp, = (j;.,7 + 01-   .k: , while 14% =9„'1,·1  andif-3,«<08'r'.1<. 0wrr /
corresponding to virtual po emiasion by the charged pions, with ad-

ditional ub exchange between the initial and final protons. From

10 forGell-Mann's Table   one determines
%or,=,IS  frf   and 3 =+2 jfpp

the emission of a <6 by a lf-. Hence one obtains r,rir = i *p = Vrp
= 2.3, with the numerical value of '6'PF taken from the previous

fit to the proton data. A convenient and fairly accurate approxima-

tion to F lf) is given by  - 2,  1 t.* Itl   9 with \t j in (Gev)2,
7?

and has been used in obtaining the S(B,t) curve drawn in Figure 1.

The normalization of the curve was determined by matching

S(B,t) to the experimental ff at   t  = 6. It is not difficult  „ ·

to see that the position of the ml M i mum of thi s wide-angle curve

occurs for
-Iti -

.gp p    +      Yrfe                                                                                                                                                                                                                         1

-

G-02 17 P   +   6'1. Se    +   2  241 p                                 '                                               (  6)

and can be varied somewhat by changing these parameters. On the

other hand, for negative Y ,2 , 8(8,t) is monotonically decreabing

as  t  increases, over the entire wide-angle region; and hence one

expects the experimental points for TfF  to fall much below those

of 4-17 , until the region of the backward peak is reached. In ef-
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fect, the rise of the major portion of the backward peak in 1 

should be sharper than that of the corresponding backward peak

in    1 -r       .

If the experimental, wide-angle lr  curves at NAL energiee

follow a pattern oimilar to the lower-energy data of Figure 1, one

may expect to be able to provide qualitative fits to 72 within4C

,,

1 the framework of the present model. For example, a Born amplitude

/dE)corresponding to a single hard  00 exchange Mhould produce a C St 'W

of form (4), with *rv 0  ]   S and hence one predicts a diminution

of the complete differential cross section due to the explicit.8-2

factor of (4).

Finally, we would like to make three brief remarks concerning

related large-momentum transfer experiments which are Just on the

verge of being measured at asymptotic energies.

(1)  The pion form factor may be thought of in a manner analogous

to that of the proton, with an asymptotic behavior in part due to

multiple S VNVM fo exchange,

Fr I+)   =   H 1+)  e *P  [4w  F:" 1+) ]  .
Here, H (+3 represents the non-soft part of the form factor,

chosen as 1- ,1+1 /l=,t . 1,1] , as in the proton caee. Thus, with Y= 2.3

..            fixed by the proton form factor, and the choice Wwpp=,1.F jprf  , one

determines  9  =   2.3,  and   i frr l+) .v  Ilt 1-2'3     ,   the same asymptotic  fall-
J

off as that of the proton; for the choice iurp . 3 92'f    ,>r,=.92,
and one finds a fall-off for F,r(+)  closer to that of the monopole

type.

11
(2)  Recent experiments on elastic PF scattering at s = 11.3 indi-

/Ar \cate that  (Ti ) PF   falls well below the corresponding pp data over
the entire wide-angle region, an effect predicted long ago2 on the

basis of the SVNVM model. Although the hard-exchange, Born approxi-
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mation part of the amplitude has important s-channel contributions

absent in the corresponding pp amplitude, the exponential factor

of (2) now becomes

ext (91(Flt) - Flu) + FC»-1,5))3                        (7)
which increaees the p  damping relative to that of pp by a factor

of exp[BY<FA)- F(494116))1 e Experimentally, the 900 cross sections
f,

are in a ratio of order 10-2, while these soft exchanges alone,

with r = 2.3,  lead  to an effect of order 2 x 10-4. However,  the
12s-channel Born term for PD scattering may easily be imagined   to

contribute an . extra relative factor of order 102, thereby increaB-

ing this ratio to its experimental value. A somewhat better taste

less seneitive to the Born terms, is to measure the ratio of  r\
\-Er j  ?T

at nearby wide-angle points, and to see how closely the soft ex-

changea match this experimental number. For example, using the

s = 11.3 data, the ratio of (7) at It|=3 to its value at  Itl = 5

is approximately 3 x 10-3, while a value *.' 10 is indicated by
-2

the experiments. It should be noted that at this energy there is

still an extensive amount of dip-bump structure at wide-angles,

which may well disappear as the energies increaee.

(3)   Photopion production experiments currently underway at SLAC13

exhibit the familiar wide-angle dependence on 8 and te Applied to

this reaction, one finde SVNVM dependence in
dfA f      of    form                                                            1

r     C
e·r  Lir   & CiF,pl,)-  b  (-Fw,  (41-    Er, (*v·&5)) 1  ]

where 0= b = PL  for G .  and 4=  44   , 6=  1/5   for  4      -dup' = '15   j f 7, .
Gw Fi   -

3  277  . In this latter caBe, for example, one calculates the

ratio of 90' cross Bections at s = 15 to  that of 8 610 as  lo /'r 
&M/r

*4   .22 for t= 2.3. Multiplying this number by the ratio of
anticipated 5-2 Born approximation dependence, analogouB to that

-1
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t of (4), yields a factor of .44, thereby bringing this (asymptotict)

theoretical ratio down to .098, which is of the eame order as (juit

about double) the experimental ratio.

The simplicity of the SVNVM model invites comparieon with a

variety of wide-angle, high-energy processes, such as those dircussed

above. AB the experimental energies increase, it will become appro-

)

priate to construct detailed fits to the data, of the same quality

as that of reference 3. Applications of these ideas to hadronic
14bremsstrahlung proceszeB have been given elsewhere.

It io a pleaBure to acknowledge most helpful convereations

with R. Blankenbecler, S. Brodsky, Chung-I Tan, A. Sirlin and
15

J. Gunion.
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Fig.  1.     Qualitative  fit of SVNVM exchange to wide-angle 1 F scattering.
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